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Model

Description

INSTALLED CAR KITS
CK3000
EVOLUTION

CK3100
LCD
DISPLAY

Hands-free Car Kit that offers the convenience of voice recognition and outstanding sound quality by using your car's sound
system as a receiver.

Handsfree for all Bluetooth phones! The Parrot CK3100 and its Handsfree Console provide drivers with visual information and
functions that they routinely use from their personal phone. Features a small display that shows information like caller ID.

NEW!
MKI SYSTEMS: Made for iPod and works with iPhone.

The MKi systems are a unique range of Bluetooth hands-free car kits. It combines the latest communication technologies
with a full set of services dedicated to music. Supplied with a specific cable, it is compatible with all music sources, such as
iPods, iPhones, USB flash drives, Bluetooth stereo (A2DP) phones, MP3 players and any other analogue players. The Parrot
MKi9200 also features an SDHC-compatible SD card reader on the side of the screen.

MKi9000

Advance Bluetooth Hands-Free Kit. The MKi system combines the latest communication technologies with a full set of services
dedicated to music.The MKi enables you to establish in a few seconds any phone conversations in your vehicle without needing to
handle the telephone. The user-independent voice recognition and voice synthesis are now integrated in all MKi car kits. And all
the connectors for any type of music are provided with each MKi hands-free kit: iPod, iPhone, iTouch, USB keys, USB MP3 players,
Bluetooth Stereo devices, CD players, MiniDisc…

MKi9100

Features: Blue OLED, 2 Lines, Phone Status, Phonebook, Menus & Settings, Small Playlist, Spokent & Displayed Name and Number

BLUE OLED

MKi9200
2.4" TFT
Display

Features: Color TFT 2.4" display, dot matrix, Phone Status, Phone book, Wallpaper, Caller picture ID, Menus & Settings, Full
Playlit, LP Covers, Spoken & Display Name, Number and ID
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MOTORCYCLE KIT
SK-4000
MOTORCYCLE
AND SCOOTER
RIDERS

The Parrot SK4000 automatically synchronises its phonebook with the contacts on your mobile phone. Updates are automatic as
well. Calling a contact could not be simpler: the Parrot SK4000 identifies the sound of your voice and recognises the name of the
person that you wish to call. You can also browse through your phonebook thanks to the speech-synthesised names (Text to
Speech). Once the contact is found in the phonebook, confirm to make the call.

PLUG-N-PLAY PORTABLE CAR KITS

NEW!

MINIKIT
SMART

Bluetooth hands-free charging holder for Smartphones. Voice recognition and speech synthesis. The Parrot MINIKIT Smart is a
Bluetooth hands-free kit featuring a Smartphone holder. It can be attached to the windshield or dashboard, enabling you to access
the navigation and cell phone features while keeping your hands on the wheel at all times. You can use the MINIKIT Smart to
recharge your phone via a USB socket port. The Parrot MINIKIT Smart can easily switch from portrait to landscape mode to suit
any configuration. Using a Smartphone’s hands--free and navigation features in your car is now as easy as ever. The Parrot
MINIKIT Smart was designed to adapt to most Smartphones, no matter what OS they are running: Android, Symbian, Apple iOS,
BlackberryOS etc. The Parrot MINIKIT Smart synchronizes its phonebook with your cell’s phonebook. The entries in your
MINIKIT Smart phonebook are then effortlessly updated every time you connect.

MULTIMEDIA
Model

Description
Make hands-free calls easily using voice recognition, charge and store your iphone / ipod, and enjoy incredible sound quality
whilst streaming and listening to your favourite music

RKI8400
CAR STEREO

NEW!
ASTROID

The car receiver with web service apps, voice recognition and hands-free telephone. Parrot ASTEROID is a Single-DIN car receiver
with multimedia connectivity and hands-free capabilities, It combines an elegant detachable faceplate equipped with backlight
buttons and an innovative guiding system to insert the faceplate. Plays all types of music sources: iPod, iPhone, USB, SD card and
also Bluetooth stereo (A2DP), analog player. Bluetooth advanced hands-free telephony features: from the first connection, the
Parrot ASTEROID automatically synchronizes the phonebook of the mobile and directly associates an user-independent voice
recognition tags.

CAR STEREO
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UNIVERSAL INTERFACE
NEW!
UNIKA

Parrot UNIKA is an installable interface that connects your vehicle’s
steering wheel controls to any hands-free system in the Parrot
MKi or RKi series, putting all the features of your Parrot hands-free
system within easy reach, whatever the circumstances.
Integrated - the Parrot UNIKA solution is invisible inside the vehicle
Intelligent - compatible with all steering wheel controls
Universal - fits most vehicles on the market*
Simple - quick and easy to fit
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